
There are a few ways to send your print order to 
us.

The In-Store Method  - The preferred method is 
to simply come in to the store with your flash 
drive, memory card, disc, phone or tablet. Most 
phones and tablets are compatible with our 
system. Please bring your USB cable. For some 
devices there is a nominal $10.00 transfer fee.

The Online Method - You can also order most 
services online at www.jpiphoto.com.  Select 
Online Prints to place most print orders. For 
unique sizes, specialty papers, books, greeting 
cards, soft cover books or comp photos select 
Photo Products. There is a $3.00 minimum 
charge for online orders.

The Dropbox Method - Dropbox.com simplifies 
the way you create, share and collaborate. This is 
a great way to send large orders. You can also 
send TIFF, PSD and other file formats via 
Dropbox. Prepare your order - Create folders and 
title them with the print sizes. Each file should 
also be titled by size & quantity. Then share your 
Dropbox folder with photolab@jpiphoto.com.  

All orders must include name, phone number, 
email, print size, surface type.  All images will be 
cropped to fit size requested.

ORDER YOUR PRINTS at JPI

Print Sizes Matte or 
Glossy

Metallic 
Paper

4x6, 4x5, 4x4 or 
3.5x5

$0.49 $2.49

5x7 or 5x5 $1.99 $3.99

8x10 or 8x8 $4.99 $6.99

8x12 $5.99 $7.99

10x15 or 10x10 $14.99 $16.99

11x14 $16.99 $37.00

12x18 or 12x12 $17.99 $38.00

Panoramic 
Prints

Matte or 
Glossy

Metallic 
Paper

4x10 $2.49 $4.99

5x10 $2.99 $5.99

12x24 $23.99 $33.99

Wallet Prints Matte or 
Glossy

Metallic 
Paper

2 Wallets Per Set $1.99 $3.99

8 Wallets Per Set $4.99 $6.99

6709 53rd Ave. East, Bradenton, FL 34203
(941) 896-9921

web: www.jpiphoto.com

Where Passion Meets PixelsWhere Passion Meets Pixels

Effective July 8, 2020 *Sales end July 31st.

Hahnemühle Art Prints - 20% OFF*

Print Size Price Sale
8x10 $25.00 $20.00

11x14 $35.00 $28.00

12x18 $45.00 $36.00

16x20 $55.00 $44.00

PREMIUM MATTE SPECIAL - 20% OFF*

Print Size Price Sale
8x10 $15.00 $12.00

11x14 $25.00 $20.00

12x18 $35.00 $28.00

16x20 $45.00 $36.00

http://www.jpiphoto.com
mailto:photolab@jpiphoto.com
mailto:photolab@jpiphoto.com
http://www.jpiphoto.com


 

Print Size Poster Prints Premium Glossy 
or Metallic Prints

Hahnemühle 
Art Prints

Hahnemühle Art 
Prints Sale 20% Off*

Mounted on Black 
Foam Board

16x20 $35.00 $45.00 $55.00 $44.00 $20 Additional

16x24 $40.00 $50.00 $60.00 $48.00 $24 Additional

20x24 $45.00 $55.00 $65.00 $52.00 $24 Additional

20x30 $60.00 $70.00 $80.00 $64.00 $30 Additional

24x30 $70.00 $80.00 $90.00 $72.00 n/a

24x36 $85.00 $95.00 $105.00 $84.00 n/a

30x40 $120.00 $130.00 $140.00 $112.00 n/a

All large prints are printed on Archival Paper, which is archival rated for 150 years if properly framed. Poster 
prints are available in Pearl. Premium Glossy and Metallic prints are also available. We have a wide selection 
of Hahnemühle Art Papers.  A great choice for museum or gallery printing.  Papers include Photo Rag Baryta 
(glossy), Museum Etching (matte), William Turner (watercolor) & Bamboo (fiber). Ask to see samples.

LARGE ARCHIVAL PRINTS

Hahnemühle Canvas Prints

Goya Canvas Canvas Metallic

Canvas 
Size Print Gallery 

Wrap Print Gallery 
Wrap

11x14 $55.00 $85.00 $85.00 $95.00

12x18 $65.00 $95.00 $95.00 $105.00

16x20 $75.00 $105.00 $105.00 $115.00

20x24 $85.00 $135.00 $135.00 $160.00

20x30 $100.00 $150.00 $150.00 $175.00

24x30 $110.00 $160.00 $160.00 $185.00

24x36 $125.00 $175.00 $175.00 $200.00

30x40 $160.00 $235.00 $210.00 $250.00

Goya Canvas is a heavy 100% cotton canvas 
with a woven pattern. Its natural white color is 
perfect for art reproduction, but also works well for 
high quality photo printing.

Using our state-of-the-art Canon ImagePROGRAF iPF 8400 wide format printer and a selection of Archival 
paper, Johnson PhotoImaging can print up to 40x90 inches on Pearl, Glossy and Metallic. Also available are 
Hahnemühle Art Papers and Canvas. Custom or non-standard sizes are also available (maximum width of 40 
inches.) Ask for details on size and pricing.

Custom sizes are available upon request for 
an additional fee.

Canvas Metallic is a smooth, very finely textured 
inkjet canvas made from mixed polyester-cotton 
fabric. The bright white canvas features a 
sophisticated surface with an elegant, metallic 
effect. The glimmering premium inkjet coating 
guarantees high-quality FineArt inkjet prints with 
brilliant colors, deep blacks and nuanced 
contrasts and details.

Hahnemühle’s canvas prints are acid and lignin-free and meets the most exacting requirements in terms of 
age resistance. The flexible material is ideal for mounting on canvas stretcher frames. Canvas prints are 
available either as an un-stretched print or gallery wrapped on stretchers. Gallery wraps are available in 
white, black or mirrored.

CANVAS PRINTS



 
Prints up to 8x10 in size $2.00 Each

Scanning Album Pages $20.00 Each Page.

11x14 Print Scanning $25.00 per Print

12x18 Print Scanning $45.00 per Print

Larger than 12x18 Print Scanning $65.00 Each

35mm Slides or Negatives $2.50 per Image

35mm Bulk Scan Slides $1.00 per Image 
($30 Min)

35mm Neg/Slides Hi-Res And additional $5.00 
per Image

110, APS, 828, & 126 Film 
Formats

$5 per Image ($30 
Min)

127, 620, 220, 120 & 116 Film 
Formats

$8 per Image ($40 
Min)

4x5, 5x7 or 8x10 Sheet Film $20.00 Each

Contact Sheet $15.00 per sheet

DVD Archive $9.99 per Disc

Thumb Drive 32 GB Archive $19.99 per Device

Uploads to Drop Box $9.99 per upload

SCANNING SERVICES

SLIDE SHOW VIDEOS
We now offer slide show videos with a some 
options. Videos can be used anywhere, YouTube, 
Facebook, Instagram, or anyway you would like 
share them. Each service includes a 32 GB thumb 
drive to archive the video. For more information 
please speak with our digital department.


• $70 Pre-made: A quick turnaround which doesn’t 
include music, titles, or basic transitions.*


• $95 Album: Uses a template but has more 
animation variance and music.*


• Dedication: A custom presentation which 
includes some retouch to images. For a quote 
please contact our digital imaging department.


*Up to 150 images can be included. Scanning 
services are extra.

BULK SLIDE SCANNING

Slide Scans - 2x2 slides, which include 35mm, 
126mm, or 110mm format, can be scanned with the 
bulk service. The bulk slides scan service is $1 per 
slide, with $30 minimum. Additionally, there is a $25 
fee for every 300 loose slides. The loose slide fee is 
waived if the slides are pre-loaded in Kodak 
Carousels. You can archive them on a DVD for $9.99 
or a 32 GB thumb drive for $19.99

BULK PRINT SCANNING

Print Scans - Print sizes must be between 2x3 to 
8x10. They need to be loose and free of adhesive. 
They cannot be in albums, paper frames, or 
mounted. Prints that do not fit the criteria are 
charged the standard scanning fees. The bulk 
service is $89.99 up to 300 prints with .25¢ per 
additional print. Service includes a DVD archive. For 
an additional $10, you can substitute a 32 GB 
thumb drive instead of a DVD. All photos are auto-
rotated and auto-enhanced.

CONTACT SHEETS
Sometimes it’s hard to identify what’s in the 
negative - people, homes, landscapes, etc. 
Especially if you have a lot of negatives. We can 
make a Contact Sheet that will be an index of all the 
images we can fit within an 8x10 sheet. The service 
is a more economical way of looking at a significant 
quantity without the expense of creating individual 
scans and prints, like strips of negatives, disc film, 
or other odd film sizes. The fee is $15 per sheet.

Acceptable Bulk Slide Formats



We offer photographing services for 2-D, 3-D, 
Triptych or other odd sizes of art work. Please call 
for pricing and to make an appointment for this 
service.

Video Tape to DVD.

DVD is the best way to digitally store your family 
memories, providing superior quality and extended 
life from conventional video tapes. UP to 120 minutes 
of video can be transferred to one disc. PV Digital 
DVDs include an interactive menu system with 
multiple chapter marks.

- Up to 120 minutes from any video source on a PV 
Digital DVD

- Combine up to 4 video tapes on one 2-hour DVD
- Customized full sleeve DVD display case.
- $34.95 each Original DVD
- Additional copies are $19.95 each if placed with 

the same order.

Movie Film to DVD

Our technicians will clean, repair damage, edit 
unexposed sections (5 sec. or more), and splice your 
film onto a 400 foot projection reel. We will add titles 
(limit 1 every 200 ft.) and musical background at no 
extra charge. Regular 8mm, Super 8, and 16mm 
films, with sound or silent, can be transferred. 
Approximately 1,600 feet of 8mm or 3,200 feet of 
16mm can be transferred to one DVD. All you need to 
do is number your reels of film in the order you wish 
them to appear and indicate on the order form where 
you want the titles.

- Free background music of your choice
- Free film repair (as needed)
- Free titles (see limitations)
- Free editing of unexposed film
- Free fades, wipes, dissolves
- Free film leader (if needed)
- No charge for format changes (up to 4 per order)
- PV Digital Technology

Movie Film Transfers Price List
- PV Digital DVD $34.95 each
- Additional copies are $19.95 each
- 8mm, Super 8, & 16mm $0.18 per foot
- Order Minimum is $49.95

Family heirlooms link us to 
our past. As time passes, 
improperly stored portraits 
can become worn, torn, 
tattered and damaged. JPI 
can restore those family 

treasures. No restoration is too big or too small for our 
digital artists, at Johnson PhotoImaging. Retouching 
services include either an 8x10, two 5x7’s, or three 
4x6’s. Digital proofs are available upon requests to 
review before printing. The final image is archived to a 
thumb drive.

Our graphic artists, Mike Faron and Shelby Westlake, 
work hard to fulfill our customer’s needs. Along with 
performing some of the best digital restoration in the 
area they create birthday and graduation 
announcements and thank you cards. Our digital 
artists are experts at creating advertising pieces for 
your business and personal events. We create flyers, 
posters and mailing cards for you to promote your 
business or event.

ALBUM SCANS

Album scans are done in-house and never sent 
away. Perfect for the old photo scrapbooks or 
photos mounted on non-magnetic pages. 
Sometimes there is the fear of causing additional 
damage to a photograph if you remove it. The whole 
album page can be scanned, and individual images 
created for each picture on the page. All photos are 
then auto-rotated and auto-enhanced. It is $20 per 
page to scan. You can archive them on a DVD for 
$9.99 or a 32 GB thumb drive for $19.99

DIGTIAL RETOUCHING

JPI’s DIGITAL IMAGING DEPT.

COPY WORK

VIDEO SERVICES

Light Restoration $60

Medium Restoration $75

Heavy Restoration $100



Johnson PhotoImaging offers a huge selection of 
greeting card designs for you to choose from. Or bring 
your own card creation. Envelopes included.

GREETING CARDS

Size 25 50 75 100 200
4x8 $25.00 $45.00 $60.00 $75.00 $140.00

5x7 $42.25 $79.50 $111.75 $144.00 $278.00

MEMORY CARD RECOVERY

Have a media card that simply cannot be read? At 
JPI we provide full card recovery services and put 
the recovered images on a CD or DVD for you. We 
offer this service to most every type of memory card. 
Call us with any questions! 

1st GB portion of files recovered $29.99
Each additional GB add $20.00

US Passport Photos $14.99

Q - How do you scan negatives, slides and prints?

A - We have three high resolutions scanners (Epson 
v700 photo)


Q - At what resolution will they be scanned?

A - For Prints: 300-600 PPI. For Negatives and 
Slides, we typically scan at 1200 to 24,000 PPI but 
are capable of up to 64,000 PPI


Q - Can they be scanned at a higher resolution,

A - Yes, and there is an additional $5 per image for 
these services. However, higher resolutions do not 
guarantee better results.


Q - Why do the prices for scans differ so much?

A - Scans are done in house with prints or negatives 
manually loaded, scanned checked, and processed. 
Older and large film formats do require special 
handling because of their unique properties. We do 
offer some bulk scanning with dedicated machines 
for 35mm film format and various print sizes with 
restrictions.

FAQ

If there is a copyright on the submitted work, it can 
not be reproduced. Unless you have in writing from 
the copyright holder permission to reproduce their 
work. JPI can not accept verbal permissions. Please 
obtain the permission before you drop off your 
work. JPI can not contact the copyright holder on 
your behalf. 

For your reference - Photos that have copyright 
from Olan Mills, Life Touch, JC Penny Portraits are 
now held by Lifetouch Portraits. Photos taken by 
those companies in the past can contact Lifetouch 
Portraits customer service at (855) 285-8983. They 
provide the copyright service for a fee. The 
recommend you have the following info when you 
call them, so they may determine if a waiver can be 
granted to reprint/restore via the portrait in their 
possession: 

1. Your studio and sitting number (to the best of 
your ability - if possible)


2. Date the portraits were taken

3. Brief description of the portraits (age of 

subject and description, clothing, 
background)

COPYRIGHT POLICY

OTHER SERVICES

PRINTS FROM 35mm 
SLIDES & NEGATIVES

Print Sizes First Print Additional Prints
4x6, 4x5, 4x4 or 
3.5x5

$2.99 $0.49

5x7 or 5x5 $4.49 $1.99

8x10 or 8x8 $7.49 $4.99

8x12 $8.49 $5.99

10x15 $17.49 $14.99

11x14 $19.49 $16.99

12x18 $20.49 $17.99

35mm negatives and slides are manually loaded, 
scanned at 4000 PPI, auto-enhanced, and 
processed. Additional print copies are available at 
discounted rate. Save $1.50 per slide for 30 or more 
slides preloaded in Kodak carousels. Archive you 
print order on a 32 GB thumb drive for $19.99.


	Acceptable Bulk Slide Formats

